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Short Profile
media:net berlinbrandenburg ranks among the biggest and most successful regional
networks of the media and digital economy in Germany since 2001.
It plays a key role in the cross sectors and cross border networking of 450 members: From the
established and globally active companies to the newly established, innovative start-up, we
take care of all the players in the media and creative industries, IT and communications and
industrial 4.0.
media:net represents its numerous member companies across industries and nations,
including established and globally active companies as well as start-ups and young
companies. Together with institutions, associations and opinion leaders from the economy,
research and politics, media:net participates in shaping the economic framework of the region
and takes up current topics and needs of its members with studies and surveys. A range of
events offer further training with a practical orientation and valuable contacts. The aim of the
independent association is the connection of players and the representation of its members’
interests on state and federal level for the improvement of basic conditions.

Our mission
media:net berlinbrandenburg is your strong partner in the regional media, games, tech and
digital industries. With almost 20 years of experience in the market, we offer you a sustainable
network through which we bring you together with the key industry heads and build bridges to
international players. We provide your company with a decisive increase in visibility, also
provide qualified workers and organise over 100 exclusive events a year on hot topics with
renowned speakers.

Facts
Team

14 employees

Structure

Board: Andrea Peters, Chairwoman of the Executive Board, her Deputy
Chairwoman Prof. Dr. Susanne Stürmer as well as Katja Grüne, Finance
Director
Supervisory board: Bernd Schiphorst, Verena Pausder, Oliver Beste, Frank
Briegmann, Christoph Fisser, Dr. Florian Heinemann, Markus Keller, Dr. Tonio
Kröger, Dr. Nikolaus Lindner, Dr. Jens Müffelmann, Stephanie Richter, Boris
Wasmuth
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Our Initiatives
berlin.digital offers support in the recruitment and onboarding of new employees to up-andcoming companies. In addition, berlin.digital sees itself as a mediator and stakeholder for the
industry: through networking events, startups and high-growth companies meet allies from
business and politics. http://www.berlin.digital
games:net berlinbrandenburg connects the games industry in the capital region and supports
big and small players with excellent contacts in business, politics and research. It represents,
connects and supports big players as well as startups – and as a platform enables the dialogue
to corporations, institutions, politics, science and universities. www.gamesnet-bb.de
BerlinBalticNordic.net is a business and networking platform for interactive media
companies, with a focus on games, startups and digital media. The aim of the initiative is to
connect the Berlin scene with the Balitc Sea and Nordic countries. www.berlinbalticnordic.net
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production:net berlinbrandenburg is a platform of service providers from the film and TV
industry as well as the studios in Berlin and Brandenburg. Big and small players profit from
the dialogue at industry events, conferences and festivals. www.productionnet-bb.de

startup:net berlinbrandenburg connects startups and investors, the old economy, politics and
institutions, universities and businesses. Events, trade fairs as well as established formats
strengthen the digital economy and the regional business scene. www.startupnet-bb.de
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